
ऩटररयों एंड वेल्डगंों की जंग की रोकथाम
Prevention of Corrosion of Rails & Welds

1. ऩररचय / Introduction

Rails & Welds are the constitutive part of the track.

It is expected that they should perform constantly

for more than a specific time. But more often due to

various corrosive elements of the atmosphere they

deteriorate which reduces their lifespan. Corrosion

leads to extra expenses because the rails are to be

replaced repeatedly and prematurely. This can

amount to serious economic degradation.

The corrosion of rails can be broadly classified into

two categories from the maintenance of track point

of view:-

1.1 सामान्य रेऱ जगं / General Rail Corrosion

The general corrosion in the rail happens due to:-

(i) General phenomenon - Iron converts into more

stable form of Iron oxides.

(ii) Aggressive environmental conditions - It happens

mostly in the coastal areas due to salinity.

(iii) Dampness in the tunnels & cuttings.

(iv) Chemical pollution in industrial belts.

(v) Handling of Corrosive goods in sidings.

There is normally reduction in the overall cross

section of the rail because of general corrosion.

1.2 ऱाइनर के काटने के कारण रेऱ जंग / Rail corrosion

due to liner biting

Train watering arrangement to be avoided on run

through lines, proper drainage to be ensured in

station lines.

2. जंग प्रवण ऺते्र की ऩहचान / Identification of

corrosion prone area.

IRPWM Para 249 (1) list out the area’s generally

prone to heavy corrosion i.e. platform lines, sidings

where saline or corrosive goods are handled, areas

near sea coast and industrial belts, tunnels, damp

cuttings, stretches where passenger trains run in

the early hours of the day etc. Accordingly, the

specific corrosion prone locations/stretches must be

This type of rail corrosion

takes place in the track

due to droppings of toilet

discharge. There is

reduction in the rail foot

which is in contact with

the liner.



identified and recorded in the section register by 

SSE in-charge in under mentioned format:-

3. रेऱ संऺ ारण का माऩन / Measurement of Rail

Corrosion

In corrosion prone areas identified, measurement of

depth of corrosion pits both vertically and laterally

(reduction in bottom flange width of rail), shall be

done using straight edge and feeler gauge or any

other suitable device at a fixed periodicity of once in

a year on every 100 sleepers by removing Elastic

Rail Clips and liners and such measurements shall

be recorded in a register to be maintained by each

SSE/JE (P. Way) in under mentioned format.

4. संऺ ारण को ननयतं्रत्रत करने के लऱए ननवारक उऩाय /

Preventive measures to control corrosion

4.1  संऺ ारक ववरोधी ऩेंटटगं /Anti-corrosive painting

In case of the new rails to be laid during track

renewal / doublings /other construction projects in

identified corrosion prone areas, anti-corrosive

bituminous coating should be provided before

laying in track. This should preferably be done in

Flash Butt Welding Plants.

Painting should be done in two coats of thickness of

100 microns each by anti corrosive bituminous

black paint confirms to IS: 9862 after an interval of

8 hours between two coats.

Two coats of Bituminous painting on web and foot

on inside (frequency-once in year) and web, foot &

vertical face of head on outside (once in 3 years).
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All the liners and Elastic

Rail Clips shall also be

painted with anti

corrosive black

bituminous paint after

duly cleaning the 

surface.



to be done when the rail is relatively new and

reduction in rail foot area is less, i.e. Reduction in

rail foot is less than 1.5 mm.

4.3 ऱाइनर काटन ेकी जगह एऩॉक्सी ऩेंटटगं / Epoxy

painting on liner bite area

 The epoxy painting with anti corrosive paints of

RDSO suggested firms shall be applied on the

affected area and 10 cm on either side. The list of

approved manufacturers for epoxy painting is

issued every year by Director General (M & C)

RDSO.

 It may be noted that the epoxy paint to be applied

only on location of problem areas, such as in case

of corrosion due to liner biting, the paint to be

applied on liner & rail flange area in contact and 10

cm on either side.

 The performance of the anti corrosive paints shall

be kept in record to work out the effectiveness of a

particular paint for prevention of corrosion.

5. ऱाइनर सऩंकक  ऺते्र की ग्रीलसगं और सीलऱगं / Greasing

and sealing of liner contact area

In identified corrosion prone areas, the rail liner

seat should be greased using graphite grease IS-

408-1981 Gr. O specification after proper cleaning.

For severe corrosion prone areas, wherever

possible, Zinc metallisation in lieu of bituminous

painting in centralized plant / Flash Butt Welding

plant can also be done. The Zinc metallisation shall

be done as per procedure laid down in RDSO

Circular no. CT/ACP dated 24-02-2006

To protect weld against severe corrosion, apply one

coat of high build epoxy paint (two pack)

conforming to RDSO specification No. M&C/PCN-

111/88 on the welded area up to 10 cm on either

side.

4.2 ऱाइनर काटन ेकी जगह का स्थानांतरण / Shifting of

liner biting locations

By shifting of rail from its position, the reduced foot

section due to corrosion gets shifted away from the

liner. Thus, its further reduction in foot thickness at

same location due to corrosion gets eliminated and

new location with normal thickness comes under

the liner to accept further corrosion. Thus, the

reduction of foot thickness at one location gets

stopped.

Changing / turning of rail will result into making the

gauge face as non gauge face which will result into

increase in life of rail as the reduction of foot

thickness at same location will get stopped. This is
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The grease is also applied all around the liner on the

rail foot on gauge face side to prevent the ingress of

toilet droppings in the gap between the liner and the

rail foot. Greasing and sealing of liners contact area

shall be done once in year for gauge face side and

once in two years on non-gauge face side of rail.

6. संऺ ारण के कारण निसाव / Wear due to corrosion

Corrosion beyond 1.5 mm in the web and foot may

be taken as the criterion for wear due to corrosion.

Existence of the localized corrosion such as

corrosion pits, specially on the underside of the foot

and liner biting etc. on rail foot, act as stress raisers

for the origin of fatigue cracks and would necessitate

renewals.
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हमारा उद्देश्य / OUR OBJECTIVE
To upgrade maintenance technologies and  methodologies

and achieve improvements in productivity and performance

of all railway assets and manpower which inter alia would

cover reliability, availability for use, utilisation and efficiency.

DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this pamphlet does not

supersede any existing provisions laid down in RDSO &

Railway Board instructions. This document is not statutory &

instructions given in it are for the purpose of guidance only.


